“True Lies - Writing Covert Training and Missions into Fiction”
by D.S. Kane (http://www.dskane.com/)
What You’re About To Learn… is How to Write about Covert Services
So, you’re writing something in fiction requiring black ops. Probably a thriller, but it could be
anything involving covert operatives, from spies to hackers to mercenaries.
We’ll cover the characteristics of a real covert operative. How do they train, and where? Which
nationalities have a “secret police force”? Who are the best known spies in world history, and
what made them memorable? As someone who can offer you a bit of first-hand expertise in the
intelligence business, I’ll present answers to these general questions. And; I have three writing
assignments for you here as well.
I’m currently writing fiction with covert operatives as the primary characters. I’m represented by
Nancy Ellis for fiction and for movies.
We’ll cover:
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A Very Brief History of Espionage (Courtesy of Anthony Shugaar, I Lie for a Living,
National Geographic, 2006)
Sun Tsu – 900 B.C. –

•
–

“I’d rather have one spy in the enemy’s camp than 10,000 soldiers on the field.”

–

All war is based on deception.

–

It is essential to seek out enemy agents who have come to conduct espionage against you
and to bribe them to serve you. Give them instructions and care for them. Thus doubled
agents are recruited and used.

–

Secret operations are essential in war; upon them the army relies to make its every move.

–

The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.

•

During the American Revolutionary War, Benedict Arnold was a spy for the British. He
was caught and escaped. Nathan Hale was caught and hung by the British.

•

Spymasters include – Cardinal Richelieu, George Washington, Allen Pinkerton (Civil
War), William J. (“Wild Bill”) Donovan (Director of the OSS), Allen Dulles (CIA).

•

Spycatchers include – William Melville, J. Edgar Hoover, James Jesus Angleton, and
Peter Wright.

•

Sidney Reilly (Sigmund Rosenblum) – many assume he was the inspiration for Ian
Flemming’s James Bond. He worked several countries, spoke seven languages and spied
for the British during the buildup to World War I. Reilly may have been a triple, selling
secrets from Germany, Russia and Britain to each other. He was a contemporary of Mata
Hari (Margaretha Gertrud Zelle) and may have worked with her. He was involved in the
assassination of Lenin, and the counterrevolution. Stalin had him sentenced to death in
absentia. When Reilly went to Moscow to prove to the British Secret Service that they
were inadvertently funding the Soviet’s precursor to the KGB, he was arrested and
executed. The result of his self-sacrifice was that over the next months all of Stalin’s
spies in Europe were captured or killed where they stood.

•

Elyesa Bazna (call sign “Cicero”), a valet to a British Ambassador, who stole the plans
for the Normandy invasion of World War II and sent them to the Germans. The Nazi high
command didn’t believe the plans.

•

Mathilde Carre (call sign Cat) was the only known triple agent (British, German, French
intelligence services) during World War II.

•

Guy Burgess, Kim Philby, Donald MacLean, Anthony Blunt, and John Cairncross, the
Cambridge Spy Ring were KGB doubles and triples who infiltrated SIS (MI-6) after
World War II – became the subject of John LeCarre’s fiction series, Tinker Tailor,
Soldier Spy. There were as many as 40 doubles in their network during the Cold War.
Also, George Blake of MI-6 doubled for the Soviets.

•

Dimitri Polyakov call sign “top hat” worked at the GRU (Soviet military intelligence)
and doubled for the CIA.
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•

Aldrich Ames – a CIA double who blew the covers of over a hundred U.S. assets and
caused ten to be executed by the Soviets.

•

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were executed in the United States after helping the Soviets
acquire plans for the atomic bomb in the 1950’s.

•

Robert Hanssen, an FBI covert who was a double for the KGB.

•

Pham Xuan An worked as a stringer for Time Magazine, stole secrets for the CIA, the
French Deuxieme Bureau and the North Vietnamese.

•

Although we’re not totally sure how, the Mossad infiltrated US intelligence agencies and
stole the intel they needed to manufacture their own hydrogen bomb. They also stole the
computer code to the NSA’s uber-spy ECHELON system, and crafted their own version,
called PROMIS. They sold PROMIS to other countries intelligence services, but their
backward-engineered version had a trap door permitting the Mossad entry. So the
Mossad knew whatever these intelligence services discovered. Most interesting is that the
KGB sold (?) a copy of PROMIS to Al Qaeda before the Soviet empire fell.

•

In 2003, the Mossad used cyberspies to bring down the Syrian air-defense system and
launched a massive air-bombing campaign, blowing up the facility where the Syrians
were producing nuclear bombs.
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A Little About Global Intelligence Agencies And Those Who Work There...
•

•

First, an Overview
o

Most countries have at least one secret police force or intelligence agency. It’s
best to have only two; one that collects intel abroad and one counterterrorism unit
in-country.

o

Until “9/11,” there were sixteen that I knew of in the United States (CIA, NSA,
FBI, DIA, NCIS, ATF, DEA, NRO, ONI, U. S. Marshalls, etc.). We also have
several other nameless agencies not under Congressional oversight. According to
a recent article in the Washington Post, since 9/11 the American intelligence
community has grown to almost 1,600 government agencies with security
clearances and over 6,000 non-government organizations (NGO’s) with their own
staff holding clearances. The total is currently over 853,000 people with security
clearances. Many of the NGO’s (Xe, formerly “Blackwater” among so many
others) run their own covert operatives.

o

There are over a hundred intelligence services on the planet for other countries.

o

Russia used to have the GRE (foreign intelligence) and the KGB (domestic
intelligence) when they were the Soviet Union. Now, they have the FSA and SVR
Sluzhba Vneshnei Razvedki (the Foreign Intelligence Service).

o

Israel has the Mossad and ISS, also Aman and SHABEK, among many others.

o

Germany has the GSG9, and BFV, their Foreign Intellegence (like our CIA) and
BKA, their Federal Office of Criminal Investigation (like our FBI).

o

The Dutch security service is called AIVD, the Egyptian secret police or SSI is
also called the Mukhabarat or General Directorate of State Security, and Turkey
has the Milli Istihbarat Teskilati.

o

There are so many others...

Notes on The Organization Chart
o

Many of the world’s intelligence agencies have a paramilitary arm as well as an
espionage arm. CIA’s paramilitary division known as the Special Activities Staff.

o

And of course, the terrorists have their own networks. In the Middle East, for
example, there are Fatah Revolutionary Council, or FRC and Jihaz-el-Razd , their
Intelligence arm, and Islamic terrorist organizations including Hamas, Hezbollah,
the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, Al Qaeda, and the Muslim Brotherhood.

o

Every intelligence service is divided into six functional areas:
*

Administration and policy wonks have never been in the field and think
like basic accountants.

*

Analysts are either uninterested in field work because it’s dangerous or
are living vicariously.

*

The field agents are sub-divided into espionage (collecting and sending
back intelligence, but no killing), and black ops (enforcement, including
killing). They are sometimes organized by region or by country.
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Technical departments include R&D (think “Q” for James Bond) and Tech
Operations (the folks who provide weapons, bugs and other toys, and the
wonks who employ them.
These are the geeks that provide hacking services and data security for our
intelligence agencies. These people, once the back office urchins are now
vital to everything that goes on in any agency. If you watch the Fox TV
series “24,” think of Chloe O’Brian).
Recently, the importance of cyber warriors has been recognized by
senior policy wonks. In some intelligence agencies, including the United
States, North Korea and China, the cyber war division has taken on
increasing importance. Cyber warriors, or hackers, now are used for both
attack and defense.
North Korea has recently delivered a successful denial of service attack
against the United States, and China had installed a control worm within
the U. S. electric grid.
The Mossad managed to bring down the Syrian Air Defense network
about eight years ago when they needed to bomb the Syrian nuclear bomb
development and production facility.

*

o

Then, there are contractors to an agency, giving the Administrators
deniability. Contractors are the wild card. Not subject to government
oversight as agency employees are, contractors do whatever it takes to get
the job done. They have “non-official cover” and are called N. O. C.s.
That means they pretty much walk naked in this world.

The CIA, for example, has its analysts divided up into “country desks” with each
head of country running both operatives and N. O. C.s (Non-Official Cover
contractors). Valerie Plame, for example, was an analyst running the Iran country
desk’s Weapons of Non-Proliferation program.
(And I believe she was outed to remove her and the knowledge her N. O. C.s
could provide on Iran. Not Iraq. So, there’s a story underneath the story we were
told in the press. The administration wanted to invade Iran after Iraq was
occupied, to give us presence in Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan and Israel. Plame was
their only obstacle and they set her husband up. When he (Joe Wilson) wrote his
op ed article in the New York Times, it gave them their excuse.)

•

The Tension A Writer Can Use
o

Intelligence agencies within a country all compete for budget dollars and
therefore screw with each other continuously. There is also misunderstanding and
jealousy between the administrators, analysts and covert operatives.

o

All this raises an important question for thriller writers: Cui custodiet custodian?
Who spies on the spies?
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o

There is a strong temptation to lie in the intelligence business. Telling the truth
can get you killed. And the best gems of intelligence are easily salable to
competing agencies of your own government or any other country’s agencies.
While administrators and analysts tend to sell their own country’s secrets, analysts
and operatives tend to sell the intelligence they’ve unearthed from other countries
to those of still other countries.

o

Most thriller writers don’t use these sources of tension enough in their stories.
Within any intelligence service, there is competition for budget, competition for
promotion and hatred of outsiders. Across intelligence services the same tensions
rule. Although the intelligence services of different countries cooperate on
occasion when they have a common enemy, more often they find themselves
stealing secrets from each other. There is also a war within each covert operative:
be loyal and risk survival, or fight to get to the next level of the organization and
leave the risk behind.
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Where does a covert agent train?
I'll concentrate on the United States intelligence services and training for their covert operatives.
There are several places for coverts in the United States. Best known, Camp Peary is the CIA’s
spy school, better known as the Farm. It’s located at Harvey Point, North Carolina, just south of
the Virginia coastline. They teach all the U. S. intelligence agencies hard-core paramilitary
training.
At Camp Peary, Harvey Point itself is just that — a stubby finger of land curling out into the
murky water where North Carolina’s Perquimans River meet the Albemarle Sound. The CIA’s
facility sits on over sixteen hundred acres of mosquito and poisonous-snake-infested swamp with
thick-trunked cypress trees overgrown with heavy Spanish moss. Nine miles southwest of the
town of Hertford, the road ends at a sign that reads, “Harvey Point Defense Testing Activity.” It
opened in 1961. Helicopters land and take off at all hours, and blacked out transports roll through
town in the middle of the night. All sorts of old cars, buses, SUVs, and limousines can be seen
entering on flat bed trucks, and are carried out later either riddled with bullet holes or burnt to
nothing more than charred hulks.
The Point is where the CIA’s hard-core paramilitary training takes place. Personnel are schooled
in explosives, paramilitary combat, and other clandestine and unconventional warfare
techniques. While the “Farm” at Camp Peary is where CIA personnel earn their stripes and learn
their tradecraft, the Point is where a chosen few received a Ph.D. in serious ass-kicking.
The personnel invited to the Point aren’t only limited to American CIA operatives. Recently, the
CIA provided counterterrorism training to several American Special Operations groups, as well
as foreign intelligence officers from more than fifty countries, including South Korea, Japan,
France, Germany, Greece, and Israel.
And, there are others worthy of note:
One of the most secure counterterrorism training facilities in the world is in a remote corner of
North Carolina’s Fort Bragg — Delta Force’s Special Operations Training facility. The facility
has many different nicknames. Some call it SOT for short. Because of the original stucco siding,
it’s also called it the Fiesta Cantina. Some refer to it as Wally World, after the amusement park
in the Chevy Chase movie “Vacation.” Some call it the Ranch, because of early Delta Force
operatives’ penchant for chewing tobacco and wearing cowboy boots. It boasts a wide array of
training areas. There are large two- and three-story buildings used for heliborne inserts and
terrorist takedowns; indoor and outdoor live-fire ranges, as well as ranges for close-quarters
battle, combat pistol, and sniper training. Delta’s Operations and Intelligence Center has staging
grounds where mock-ups of structures in different terrorist scenarios can be constructed. It has a
host of other facilities and training areas too numerous to list.
The navy’s SEAL Team Six’s training facility is located in Dam Neck, Virginia.
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Okay, so here’s a clue about the Mossad: They recently moved their headquarters building away
from King Saul Boulevard in Tel Aviv, but their training facility is still located outside Tel Aviv.
And, remember Blackwater? Although they’ve relocated from the United States to Dubai and
changed their name to “Xe,” if you go to their web site and use this URL:
http://www.blackwaterusa.com/ you’ll see the four locations within the United States where they
(used to?) train mercenaries.
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Tradecraft – Countersurveillance, Surveillance, Cyberterrorism and Sundries
•

Tradecraft
o

Espionage and all covert activity is all about keeping secrets, telling lies and
revealing lies.
Above all, never reveal a secret. When we use a cover identity, we lie. Weapons,
disguises, poisons, and assassinations are all forms of lying. The key to effective
lying is to make the lie fit with the environment. The hidden handgun and
armored clothing are about making clothes lie to the observer. Choosing a poison
that fits into the environment is a lie to make the death look accidental or at least
innocent. Successful assassination is about lying to the victim: I am harmless.
Only then can a well-placed shot or a hidden poison kill your target. A gun can
only be used as a scalpel by an accomplished liar. When we engage in a
disinformation campaign, we lie to our enemies and sometime to our allies.
When we’re caught and face death, we lie to save our teammates. We lead our
captors to believe we know truths worth preserving us for. And then, deliver lies
that lead them from the truth. Otherwise we end up yielding our secrets, and still
die.
When we engage in espionage, we attempt to uncover truths and sometime, to
uncover lies from our enemies’ disinformation campaigns.

o

Moscow Rules – date from the cold war but are still in use today. The concept
behind the rules is designed to instill both care and a sense of outright paranoia in
operatives. Depending on your source, there may be 11 rules. There might be 31. I
can’t tell for sure, although I know some by heart, having practiced them. For
example, “Always assume you are under surveillance,” and “Trust no one,” both
rules are great for survival but tend to limit your social life.

o

Basic Survival Suggestions:
Don’t fight unless you have to for survival. If you can, run like hell.
If you have no choice but to fight, use surprise while you constantly move
yourself closer to an exit. Best to have superiority in numbers, hold high ground,
or have decent cover.
If there is no amount of fighting that will work for you, try to craft a deal or
surrender and wait an opportunity to escape.
Guns, even the one you yourself hold, escalate the tension much faster. Because
you can use them silently, knives are often better weapons.
Learn a self-defense school for survival. I like Krav Maga, swift angular moves
invented by the Mossad. There are schools where you can learn Krav Maga.
There’s one in downtown San Francisco, just off Van Ness Street. Systema,
developed by the Russian SpetsNaz (special forces) is another form of self
defense, based on using fluid motion to save your life and cripple your opponent.

o

Countersurveilance
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When out in public, operative perform SDRs (Surveillance Detection Runs) to
ensure they aren’t being followed. Although new spy tools make effective use of
SDRs difficult, we’re drilled on them and most of us find doing them second
nature.
Use every reflective surface to inform you about who and what are near you.
Store windows and mirrors are a covert operative’s best tools.
When you walk, shift your eyes around the path you are taking, left, right,
continuously seeking confirmation you aren’t being followed.
When you are inside, at a restaurant, office building, or anywhere you will be
seated, make sure you are close to an exit. Sit with your back to the wall. Make
sure you can see the exits and the doors into other rooms, especially the
restrooms. Scan for threats.
Although every covert knows this so those following them typically watch for it,
leave a small piece of thread in the door jamb of your room. If, when you return,
it isn’t there, or has moved in a way that rouses your suspicions, you’ll know
someone was in your room. But if your enemy knows to look for this, they may
replace it exactly, giving you false proof that you’re safe.
•

Technology for Spycraft
o

ECHELON for the United States and PROMIS, stolen by the Israelis (from
ECHELEON) and modified with a trap door to let the Mossad cull intelligence
from copies of PROMIS operated by other “friendly” governments. These
systems are designed to monitor communications via email and telephone, and
determine who and where a target is, as well as the nature of their communication

o

Cell phones – buy pre-paid cell phones for cash and use them one time only.
During the conversation, use coded words in your message to state the next phone
number and time of contact.

o

eMail – never send email with classified intelligence. Leave it in the draft folder
on your web site and make sure your counterparty knows your password. Have
them read and modify, never send. And, never leave anything in a cell phone or
notebook computer hard drive that might identify you or suggest your plans or
anything important you know.

o

On-Line Games (MMORGs) – recently, nasty people have realized that a hacker
can modify the code of one of the on-line multiplayer games on-the-fly, entering
the game with their avatar, and drop a cryptographically coded message for pick
up by another player’s avatar. So, instead of actually meeting at a dead drop, or
messing with email or voice communication, they’re using these games as their
dead drops. Each message is cryptographically encoded, lists its content, and the
next crypto-key code and date-time-location for the next drop.

o

Since we turned DARPA from a weapons research lab to a project management
office, the Nes Ziona in Tel Aviv has been designing many of our newest and best
weapons systems. Here are a few of their neatest toys, to put in your fiction:
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*

ELDB – the electronic dead letter box – a state-of-the-art microprocessor
to enable a field agent to exchange intelligence with other field agents or
their controllers using an advanced encryptor housed within a secure cell
phone

*

Infinity Device – a specially adapted secure cell phone that can hack into
ant other cell phone without triggering the target’s screen or backlight.

*

Keystroke – a program that can be inserted into a target computer to
download the entire contents of the target’s hard disk.

*

Tempest – designed to scan all the computers within a building, and
discover the level of electronic protection of each one.

*

Smart Dust – ant-sized sensors that can be scattered within hostile territory
(hidden in grass, soil or dust). Their microdot microphones pick up and
transmit data to an EDLB, for further routing to a safe house pickup point.
The sensors have a battery life of one month before they self-destruct.

*

Switchblade – a guided missile small enough to be carried in a backpack,
capable of taking out a vehicle or small group of people gathered near
each other. Takes seconds to set up and is controllable via a PDA.

*

Cornershot – an automatic firearm with a barrel that swivels around a
corner, with a screen the user shifts to grant a view of what’s around the
corner. Only the gun’s barrel and the sighting scope’s front-end are visable
to the target.
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Writing Covert Training and Covert Missions
•

Pacing Fiction using Covert Operatives
Training is a key. When you understand the tensions that run through a training camp,
and the implications of failure to the conscripts, you’ll have knowledge you can use in
your fiction. How do your operatives know what they’re doing? If you aren’t showing the
training, then describe what they learned and where, one paragraph before they need to
use it.
Technology changes and develops fast, and what was state-of-the-art when you wrote
your outline and first draft is likely to be obsolete by the time the published book reaches
stores. Sometimes the changes in technology that can happen during the course of you
plot can for a usable sub-plot.
Readers tend to love spy toys. Not just new tech handguns (such as a plastic handgun that
fires plastic bullets and are undetectable by airport security) and fumigation tools
(hardware used to detect listening bugs), but also poisons, special tech armor such as
liquid armor (a stress thickening fluid), and customized PDAs.
Ramp tension gradually throughout the story. Each threat should exceed the previous one.
The people who inhabit your world should have long character arcs to be satisfying to a
reader. Each chapter should exhibit your protagonist’s “value change” as you progress
through the scene’s Emotion -> Decision -> Action -> Conflict -> Emotion (EDACE)
cycle.
Make your spymaster either very wise or very unreasonable. Make your protagonist’s
team members fill the blank skills where your main character can’t compete. Show their
development through the story, as they begin to figure out what really happened and why
they were lied to.
As Donald Maass, one of the best thriller literary agents says, “Put tension on every
page.” Twist your character through plot upheavals as what they find out isn’t what they
expected. Deception, lies and betrayal are the constant elements a spy must guard against.
The Espionage business works that way…

•

Basic Pacing Tools and Techniques
Your best bet is to outline the plot first, then select characters that will serve as the
tools to deliver what a reader wants. Here are two screenplay outlining tools which will
work handily for a novel writer:
Chris Soth (MillionDollarScreenwriting.com) teaches the Mini-Movie Method of writing
that assumes the three acts in a work of fiction are Act 1 (Mini-Movies 1 and 2), first half
of Act 2 (mini-Movies 3 and 4), second half of Act 2 (Mini-Movies 5 and 6), and Act 3
(Mini-Movies 7 and 8). Each of the Mini-Movies is a complete story within the larger
story, having its own beginning, middle and end, and has its own special formula
depending on what sort of thriller you are writing (revenge, etc.) They take a character
through the suggested lines of the traditional three-act sequence. Soth is a genius and I
highly recommend a detailed visit to his web site as well as a review of his blogs. Buy his
eBook and read it several times.
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Jeffrey Alan Schechter’s Totally Write system and his Contour Screenwriting software
works exceptionally well for any novel, but especially thrillers. Read his site
(http://contour-at-the-movies.com/) and his blog as well
(http://www.ymlp129.com/pubarchive.php?devsuite).
On my own web site
(http://dskane.com/handouts/BLANK-Outline-and-Grading-Sheet.xls), there is a
spreadsheet (named “BLANK Outline and Grading Sheet.xls”) you can download and
use to design and plot the outline of your book (at the bottom of the March 2, 2011 entry
under “Fiction” entitled “Plotting Your Story Using Screenwriting Tools: Soth versus
Schechter ”.
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Your First assignment…
Your first assignment is to create a training school in a fictional country where spies receive
training. The school should be located in a remote place. Instructors should be former covert
operatives and paramilitary officers. Training should include handling small arms and bladed
weapons, use of poisons, unarmed combat or martial arts, surveillance and counter-surveillance,
transfer methods to deliver intelligence, computer hacking and use of spy toys, and anything else
you think might be appropriate. Craft instructors for each specialty, each with a different
personality.
Craft a protagonist who you have just had recruited for this country’s intelligence service. Give
the potential spy some strengths and weaknesses. Run him or her through the school. Have them
graduate and be told they’re ready to be sent out. Alternately, have them fail and find a way to
get back into the training program for another try at succeeding.
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Your Second assignment...
Your second assignment is to prepare a covert operative for a mission, and have them try their
hand at it. Complete the following exercise:
Create a (fictional) spy agency. Create a fictional spy. Describe the agency and several of its
spies. Why did your protagonist join this agency? How were they recruited? What ties do they
have to the rest of the world? What are they like? What foods, hobbies, languages make them
smile? What special skills and interests do they have and how are these expressed in their
language, their posture and perspective?
Give your spy an assignment. Could be pure espionage, could be an assassination, could be
spreading dissent or fomenting revolution, could be disinformation, could be heading a sleeper
cell. You pick or think up something else. Why is their assignment essential to their country's
interests?
Take your spy out for an attempt at this mission. Have them succeed. Take them out and have
them fail. For these two stories, compare their feelings, sense of control, the behavior of the
people who are their targets and those who help them. What are the reactions of their handlers to
failure versus success?
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Your Third Assignment...
Your third assignment is to watch the news shows. That's right! You can't begin to write fiction
as weird as what governments and people in them do. Across this week, pick your top five news
stories with conflict between two countries.
Write a fictional outline of one of the events. Keep it at a high level as if it was a news story in
the paper or on television. Ask yourself, "what if" this story caused relations between the
countries to become strained to the point where one of the countries:
*

Needed information about the secret plans of the other and decided to run a covert
assignment to gain the intelligence;

*

Decided to run a covert operation to feed false facts to the media, to undermine the other
country through a deeply spread disinformation campaign;

*

Found that to succeed in its endeavors, it had to eliminate highly-placed people in the
other country's government or its weapons industries and make the deaths look
accidental.

Write it two ways: They succeed. They fail. Write the response of the other country.
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Espionage Writers and their Glossary
When you write about intelligence operatives, your characters need to sound as if they know
what their frame of reference is. Here's a Glossary to give you a starting point for the buzwords
in common use. Note that much of my frame of reference is the Mossad, and I write mostly
about them. To find equivalent frames of reference for the CIA, FSB and other countries, your
best bet is fiction, where other thriller writers have their special areas of focus. For example, my
personal favorites:
•

Thriller Writers And Their “Domains”
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Barry Eisler - Japan, independent assassin for hire
Vince Flynn - United States, CIA
David Ignatius - United States, CIA
Jon LeCarre - Great Britain, MI-6
Christopher Reich – Switzerland, MI-6 and US Intelligence
James Rollins - United States, DARPA
Daniel Silva - Israel, The Mossad
Brad Thor - United States, Secret Service, CIA, NSA, FBI

Glossary...slanted toward the Mossad
o

Aleph – lead kidon, the assassin leading an execution mission for the Mossad

o

AFI – intelligence branch of the Israeli Air Force

o

Aman – intelligence branch of the IDF; also called Israeli Military Intelligence

o

Ayin – tracker (surveillance) for the Mossad

o

Backstopping – fake identification papers

o

Bat leveyha – female agent for the Mossad

o

Better World – euphemism for murdering an enemy agent

o

Blind Dating – meeting place chosen by an agent to meet their handler

o

Bodel – courier for the Mossad

o

BP – Israeli paramilitary Border Patrol

o

Collections Department – Intelligence Department abroad

o

Daylight alert – highest priority alert

o

Dry cleaning – counter surveillance techniques

o

Exfiltrate – retrieving an agent from hostile territory

o

Heth - logistician for the Mossad

o

False flagging – an operation falsely made to appear mounted by another country

o

Fumigate – sweeping an area for electronic bugs

o

Honey trap – sexual entrapment for intelligence purposes
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o

IDF – Israel Defense Force, the army

o

Katsa – case officer for the Mossad

o

Kidon – operative specializing in assassination for the Mossad

o

Krav Maga – Israeli martial art developed by Aman. And used by IDF and
Mossad. Now taught to many of the global spy agencies

o

MI-6 – also known as Great Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service

o

Mosssad (the) – the Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations, originally
called the Institute for Coordination

o

Neviot – surveillance specialist for the Mossad

o

NI – intelligence branch of the Israeli navy

o

Qoph – communications officer for the Mossad

o

Safe house – apartment or house used covertly for base of operations

o

Sayanim – a helper for the Mossad

o

SHABEK – also known as GSS or Shin Bet; responsible for internal security and
defense of Israeli installations abroad, including embassies, consulates and other
organizations

o

Slick – hiding place for documents

o

Va’adet Rashei Hasherutim, the Committee of the Heads of Service in Israel’s
intelligence community. Mossad is a prime member

o

Vory – Russian criminal brotherhood, compatriots

o

Wahhabi – Puritan doctrine of Islam, founded by Abu al-Wahhab (1703-92) in
Saudi Arabia

o

Wash – recycling of a valid passport obtained by theft or purchase

o

Yaholim – a covert computer hacker, or cybercriminal working for the Mossad
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How I Organize My Computer
In C:\ Prose\Fiction\NovelName, I have the following structure for each manuscript:
•

Directory – Novel Current Draft and Outline
o

Subdirectory – Old Drafts and Outlines

•

Directory – Critiques from Critters (the writers I work with)

•

Directory – Research
o

Subdirectory – Locations – Notes on cities, countries and their features

o

Subdirectory – Banking and Finance

o

Subdirectory – Characters – Description and Biography

o

Subdirectory – Character Issues / Plot Issues (Possible Problems and Solutions)

o

Subdirectory – Intelligence and Tradecraft

o

Subdirectory – Politics

o

Subdirectory – Technology, Hacking and Spytoys

o

Subdirectory – Weapons and Military

And, of course I keep multiple backups of everything.
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